We formulate and solve a discrete-time path-optimization problem where a single searcher, operating in a discretized three-dimensional airspace, looks for a moving target in a finite set of cells. The searcher is constrained by maximum limits on the consumption of one or more resources such as time, fuel, and risk along any path. We develop a specialized branch-and-bound algorithm for this problem that uses several network reduction procedures as well as a new bounding technique based on Lagrangian relaxation and network expansion. The resulting algorithm outperforms a state-of-the-art algorithm for solving time-constrained problems and also is the first algorithm to solve multi-constrained problems.
INTRODUCTION
We consider a discrete-time path-optimization problem where a single searcher moves through a discretized threedimensional airspace to find a moving target operating in a finite set of cells on the ground. The searcher is subject to constraints on path continuity, flight time, and, possibly, path endpoint. We refer to this problem as the time-constrained search problem (TCSP) or the resource-constrained search problem (RCSP) when additional constraints on factors such as risk exposure and fuel consumption are present. The objective of TCSP and RCSP is to maximize the probability of detecting the target.
TCSP and RCSP arise in military search, surveillance, and reconnaissance operations with aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) where physical and operational constraints limit the probability of detection (pd). The resulting optimization problem is quite challenging. In fact, the pathand time-constrained search problem with a stationary target is NP complete [21] . Thus, TCSP and RCSP, which may involve a moving target and additional constraints, is at least as difficult.
Search for a moving target in discrete time and in an environment consisting of a finite set of cells was first analyzed in [20, 22] . These studies as well as more recent ones [7, 10, 14, 15, 24] focus on the development of specialized branch-and-bound algorithms for finding an optimal path for Correspondence to: J.O. Royset (joroyset@nps.edu) the searcher. In these algorithms, a path is a sequence of cells that the searcher will visit and branching corresponds to extending a subpath by one more cell. Bounds on the optimal value of the problem are obtained by replacing the pd with, effectively, the expected number of detections [7, 14, 24] . Bounds are also obtained by assuming that the searcher can divide its effort among multiple cells each time period [10] . We refer to [7, 19] for a discussion of heuristic algorithms for TCSP, possibly with multiple searchers.
Existing studies only consider the path-and timeconstrained problem where path continuity and a search-time limit are enforced. In addition, these studies limit the searcher to search on the ground or from a constant altitude. In military search, surveillance, and reconnaissance operations over land, however, factors such as risk and fuel consumption become independent elements of concern for planners [17] . Risk to the searcher arises from exposure to threats on the ground such as small arms fire, anti-aircraft artillery, and surface-to-air missiles. Risk of pilot error and mechanical failure may also be significant. Fuel consumption ceases to be proportional to the search duration due to variation in the searcher's speed and/or altitude as well as varying weather conditions. During search over land, terrain features require altitude changes. The altitude is also varied to balance the searcher's risk with image quality. We note that image quality is of particular concern for small UAVs operating with low-to moderate-quality sensors. Our study is primarily motivated by military operations. However, civilian search and surveillance operations over land may face many of the same factors with the exception of ground fire.
Another line of research aims at finding a resourceconstrained shortest path in a network. Such problems arise in minimum-risk routing of military aircraft subject to fuel and/or time constraints [16, 18, 25] . These problems have similar constraints to the ones in RCSP, but deal with linear and time-invariant objective functions. In contrast, RCSP has a nonlinear, time-variant objective function where the pd during the current time period depends on the subpath used to reach the searcher's current position (see Section 2) .
In this article, we formulate TCSP and RCSP by generalizing existing models to the case of multiple resource constraints and an altitude-dependent searcher with glimpse detection probability (gdp) depending on the searcher's current as well as previous location. We combine the methodology for solving the path-and time-constrained search problem with the line of research on the resource-constrained shortest path problem. Specifically, we merge the algorithms in [14] and [5] , and develop a specialized branch-and-bound algorithm for TCSP and RCSP. The resulting algorithm utilizes a new bounding technique, applies several novel network reduction procedures, exhibits promising behavior in computational tests, and appears to be easier to implement efficiently than the algorithm in [14] .
The remainder of the article is outlined as follows. The next section formulates TCSP and RCSP. Section 3 describes an existing branch-and-bound algorithm for TCSP and develops several enhancements. Section 4 extends the algorithm of Section 3 to RCSP.
TIME-AND RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED SEARCH PROBLEM
The area of interest is discretized into a finite set of cells C = {1, . . . , C} and the time horizon is discretized into a finite set of time periods T = {1, 2, . . . , T }. A target occupies one cell each time period and moves among cells according to a Markov process with known transition matrix . The target's initial cell is given by a known probability mass function.
The searcher moves through a designated airspace over the area of interest with the goal to find the moving target on the ground. The airspace over each cell c ∈ C is vertically discretized into a set of altitudes H = {1, 2, . . . , H }. For any c ∈ C and h ∈ H, we refer to the cell-altitude pair c, h as a waypoint where the searcher can loiter and carry out search of cell c. We model the designated airspace by a directed network (V, E), with set of vertices V and set of directed edges E, in which vertices v = c, h ∈ V represent waypoints and directed edges e = (v, v ) ∈ E represent transition between waypoints v, v ∈ V. The searcher can only transit between two waypoints that are physically located adjacent to each other. Let F(v) ⊂ V be the set of vertices that are adjacent to v ∈ V. We refer to F(v) as the forward star of vertex v.
We adopt the convention that v ∈ F(v) for all v ∈ V. Then, the set of edges E = {(v, v ) ∈ V × V| v ∈ F(v)}.
During each time period t ∈ T , the searcher is at a particular vertex (waypoint). We assume there is no transit time between waypoints. Hence, (v, v ) ∈ E simply represents search at waypoint v followed by search at waypoint v in the next time period. The situation with nonzero transit time between waypoints can be modeled, at least approximately, by introducing artificial vertices. (We refer to [14] for a direct approach.)
Let φ : V → C be the function that specifies the cell over which a vertex is located, i.e., cell φ(v) is searched from vertex v. We denote the searcher's vertex before time period 1 by v 0 ∈ V. We also defineV ⊂ V to be a set of possible destination vertices for the searcher.
For any k ∈ T and
When no misunderstanding can arise, we refer to a directed v 0 −v k (sub)path as a (sub)path. In this notation, the searcher flies from v 0 to some v k ∈V along a directed v 0 −v k path. The searcher occupies only one vertex v ∈ V each time period, and stays at the same vertex or moves to another vertex in F(v) for the next time period.
For
, where p(c, t) is the probability that the target occupies cell c ∈ C during time period t ∈ T and the target is not detected before t. The initial target distribution p(·, 1) is known. We refer to p(·, t) as the undetected target distribution, but note that p(·, t) is not a probability mass function and might be considered a "defective probability distribution." We stress that p(c, t) differs from the probability that the target occupies cell c ∈ C during time period t ∈ T given that the target is not detected before t. The latter probability represents our (Bayesian) updated "belief" about the location of the target at the beginning of time period t. However, as seen in the next four paragraphs, it is not necessary to consider that probability. We express the pd directly in terms of p(·, ·).
We adopt the following target detection model. If the target occupies cell c ∈ C during time period t ∈ T and the searcher is at the same time at waypoint v ∈ V above cell c, i.e., φ(v ) = c, then detection occurs with a gdp g (v, v , t) , where v ∈ V is the searcher's waypoint during time period t − 1. Hence, the gdp during time period t depends on the previous and current waypoints for the searcher. This is a generalization of earlier models where the gdp depends only on v and t [14, 24] . Our model accounts for the fact that moving from some waypoint to a new waypoint may result in a lower gdp than if the searcher already was loitering at the latter waypoint. This effect occurs if refocusing the sensor and becoming familiar with a new cell have a significant detrimental effect on the gdp. In general, change of waypoint, especially change of altitude and frequent, irregular change of direction, may distract from the search. This generalization also allows us to indirectly account for small transit times (much less than the length of a time period) between waypoints by setting g(v, v , t) smaller than the nominal gdp if v = v . Hence, we avoid adopting a fine time discretization with resulting high computational cost.
In this notation, the pd at waypoint v during time period t and no prior detections becomes
given search at waypoint v during time period t − 1. The gdp may also depend on the searcher's speed, which can be accounted for by duplicating edges (see, e.g., [18] ). For the sake of simplicity, however, we do not introduce notation for that case.
As p(·, t) is the undetected target distribution at the beginning of time period t, it depends on searches up to time period t − 1. Specifically, if cell c is searched from waypoint v during time period t, then
where v is the searcher's vertex during time period t − 1. Given a path P = {v l } k l=0 , the k events "detection during time period t and target is not detected before t," t = 1, 2, . . . , k, are mutually exclusive. Hence, in view of (1), the pd along P, denoted q(P), becomes
We observe that (3) generalizes slightly the expression in [14] by accounting for an altitude-dependent searcher with gdp that depends on the searcher's current as well as previous location. Let I = {1, 2, . . . , I } be a set of resources and f i (v, v , t) be the amount of resource i ∈ I consumed by the searcher at vertex v during time period t, given search at vertex v during time period t − 1. Resources may represent physical commodities such as fuel and ordnance that are depleted during the search as well as abstract factors such as risk exposure. The total "consumption" of resource i ∈ I along the path P is
The searcher cannot consume more thanr i of resource i ∈ I along a path. Hence, RCSP is the problem to find a directed
, with v k ∈V, k ∈ T , that maximizes q(P) subject to the constraints
We refer to (5) as side constraints. In Section 4, we examine a case study with two time-invariant resources: risk and fuel. TCSP is the problem of maximizing (3) without the side constraints (5) . The next section deals with TCSP, whereas Section 4 addresses RCSP.
BRANCH-AND-BOUND ALGORITHM FOR TIME-CONSTRAINED PROBLEM
Several branch-and-bound algorithms for the solution of TCSP have been developed [7, 10, 14, 15, 20, 22, 24] . These algorithms implicitly enumerate all searcher paths that cannot be proven, by means of a bound, to be nonimproving. The next subsection presents the algorithm in [14] , which appears to be the fastest in the literature for TCSP under a broad range of conditions; see [14] for an empirical study. The subsequent subsection presents four modifications of that algorithm.
In this section, we do not consider side constraints. Hence, we assume without loss of generality that an optimal path consists of T + 1 vertices as there are no resources but time that limits the search effort. To simplify the notation, we also assume in this section that there is no end-point restriction, i.e.,V = V. We find identical assumptions in [14, 24] . Initially, we assume that the gdp g(v, v , t) is independent of v and write g(v , t).
Existing Algorithm
For ease of reference, we outline the algorithm in [14] . Given a subpath {v l } t l=0 , t ∈ T , we letq(v t , t) denote an upper bound on the pd along any path that starts with the subpath {v l } t l=0 . Then, we define K(t) to be the set of triplets of the form (v t , t,q(v t , t)) representing extensions of {v l } We also letq denote the largest detection probability found so far among all the examined paths. In this notation, the algorithm in [14] takes the following form where details about bound calculations are presented after the algorithm.
ALGORITHM 1:
Step 0. Set t = 0, K(t) = {(v 0 , 0, ∞)}, andq = 0.
Step 1. If K(t) is empty, replace t by t − 1. Else, go to Step 3.
Step 2. If t = 0, stop: the last saved path is optimal andq is its pd. Else, go to Step 1.
Step 3. Remove from K(t) the triplet (v t , t,q(v t , t)) with the largest boundq(v t , t).
Step 4. Ifq(v t , t) ≤q, go to Step 1. (Current subpath is fathomed.)
Step 5. , and go to Step 1.
A tight bound d t (v t , t) will reduce the number of branching attempts in Algorithm 1. As examined in [14, 23, 24] , there is a fundamental trade-off between the effort needed to compute a bound and its tightness. From these studies, it appears that the bounding technique in [14] compares favorably. We describe that bounding technique next.
We let p g (c, t) be the probability that the target occupies cell c during time period t and not detected along the subpath
We use subscript g to indicate that p g (·, t) is obtained from p(·, t) by applying the gdp corresponding to the last vertex in {v l } t l=0 . For any integer s > t, s, t ∈ T , we also define
As seen, p (c, s; t) is the probability that the target occupies cell c during time period s and no detection along subpath
. In contrast to p(·, s), p (·, s; t) ignores the effect of search after time period t. If the subpath is {v 0 }, i.e., t = 0, we define for notational convenience p (·, s; 0) = p(·, 1) s−1 , for any s ∈ T , and p (c, t; t) = 0 for all c ∈ C and t = 0, 1, . . . , T .
We construct a time-expanded graph from the network (V, E) as follows (see Fig. 1 ). Each vertex v ∈ V is duplicated T times to define the nodes v, s , s ∈ T . Let N be the set of all such nodes as well as the nodes n 0 = v 0 , 0 and n = v, T + 1 representing the searcher's prior position and final position, respectively. Here,v is an artificial terminal vertex. Two nodes n = v, s − 1 and n = v , s , v, v ∈ V and s = 2, 3, . . . , T , are connected with an arc (n, n ) if and only if (v, v ) ∈ E. Moreover, the node n 0 = v 0 , 0 is connected with an arc to a node n = v , 1 , v ∈ V, if and only if (v 0 , v ) ∈ E; and every node n = v, T , v ∈ V is connected with an arc ton. Let A be the set of all arcs. For any integer k ≤ T + 1 and nodes 
where (v, v ) is the φ(v) − φ(v ) element of the Markov transition matrix . We set c n,n = 0 for all (n,n) ∈ A. In view of (8), we see that c n,n is the pd during time period s + 1 and no detection along subpath {v l } t l=0 and no detection during time period s. We refer to (N , A) with arc rewards given by (9) as the time-expanded network.
In [14] , it is shown that given the subpath {v l } t l=0 , the optimal value of the longest path problem in the time-expanded network from node v t , t to node v, T +1 , using the rewards in (9) as "arc length," provides an upper bound for Algorithm 1. Specifically, this optimal value is an upper bound on the pd during time periods t + 1, t + 2, . . . , T and no detections along the subpath {v l } t l=0 given that the searcher is at v t during time period t. We denote this bound by d t (v t , t) and refer to it as the dynamic bound as it needs to be recomputed every time the current subpath is extended.
We observe that when the second term in (9) is ignored, the optimal value of the longest path problem is a sum of probabilities of detection during time periods t + 1, t + 2,…, T , which amounts to the expected number of detections during t + 1, t + 2,…, T . In fact, the resulting bound is the so-called mean bound [15] . The second term in (9) improves the bound by lowering c n,n using the effect of search during time period s [14] .
As the time-expanded network is acyclic, the longest path problem can be solved in polynomial calculation time with a standard shortest path algorithm ( [1] , pages 77-79). We observe that to compute d t (v t , t) given the subpath {v l } t l=0 , it is only necessary to generate the part of the graph (N , A), and the corresponding arc rewards, "after" time t and within reach from node v t , t , since the longest path starts at node v t , t .
Algorithmic Modifications for TCSP
In this subsection, we modify Algorithm 1 by (i) extending the bound in [14] to the case with gdp depending on the previous vertex, (ii) simplifying the bound calculation substantially at the expense of a weaker bound, (iii) improving the weaker bound, and (iv) taking advantage of a special, but frequently occurring, initial target distribution.
Bound for Edge-Dependent Glimpse Detection Probability
In previous studies (see, e.g., [14, 24] ), the gdp depends on the searcher's current vertex and time, which is somewhat restrictive. We can easily extend this to the case where the gdp also depends on the searcher's previous vertex by redefining the arc reward c n,n in (9). However, a straightforward replace- (9), where v is the vertex before v, would ruin the longest path structure of the bound calculation problem: c n,n would no longer only depend on the head and tail of the arc (n, n ). Hence, it is necessary to use min v ∈R(v) g(v , v, s) to eliminate the dependence on the vertex before v. Consequently, we now endow each arc
where
With this reward, the bound calculation remains a longest path problem in an acyclic graph and it can be shown using the same arguments as in [14] that the dynamic bound d t (v t , t) computed from (10) indeed is an upper bound on the pd during time periods t + 1, t + 2, . . . , T and no detection during the subpath {v l } t l=0 given that the searcher is at v t during time period t.
Static Bound
Algorithm 1 requires one longest path calculation in the time-expanded network for each vertex in the forward star of the current vertex to compute the required bounds d t (v t , t) (see Step 5) . The approach of Algorithm 1 with dynamic bound follows the traditional approach of branch-and-bound algorithms where the bound is reoptimized before each branching. In the present case, the reoptimization corresponds to the longest path calculation and requires computing the arc rewards c n,n , see (10) . We propose to use a static bound instead of the dynamic bound proposed in [14] and described in Subsection 3.1. As shown below, all the necessary static bounds are computed before any branching and are not recomputed later.
The dynamic bound d t (v t , t) requires knowledge of the current subpath {v l } t l=0 as (10) depends on p (·, ·; t), see (8) . Suppose that we ignore that subpath information and compute the optimal value of the longest path problem as in the case of d t (v t , t), but now with p (·, ·; t) in (10) replaced by p (·, ·; 0). Then, as we prove in Proposition 1, see Subsection 3.2.3 below, this value is an upper bound on the pd during time periods t + 1, t + 2, . . . , T , given that the searcher is at v t during time period t. Hence, that value is also an upper bound on the pd during time periods t +1, t +2, . . . , T and no detection along the subpath {v l } t l=0 , given that the searcher is at v t during time period t. We refer to that value as the . We note that c n,n in (10) with subpath {v 0 } is effectively the pd at vertex v during time period s + 1 and no detection at vertex v during time period
is independent of the current subpath used to reach the vertex v t it can be computed in advance for all nodes v, t ∈ N , and dynamical computation of bounds is not required. Consequently, the arc rewards (10) and bounds are computed only once. We observe that it is not necessary to carry out a longest path calculation from each node v, t ∈ N to v, T + 1 to obtain d 0 (v, t). It is more efficient to carry out the longest path calculations backward from node v, T + 1 to all nodes. This calculation simply amounts to applying once a shortest path algorithm to the time-expanded network with arc lengths equal to the negative rewards.
In
Step 5 of Algorithm 1, we now simply
. Thus, the modified algorithm does not require any longest path calculation in Step 5. All bound calculations are done before Step 0. Clearly, the modified approach results in a weaker bound and the need for more branching attempts. However, the additional branching attempts may be compensated by shorter per-iteration computing times.
To examine the effect of the static bound d 0 (v t , t), we examine the same numerical example as in [14] : An area of interest consists of 11 by 11 cells. The searcher operates only at one altitude and its moves are restricted to vertically and horizontally adjacent cells, excluding diagonal moves. The target remains in the current cell with a probability ρ or moves to one of the vertically or horizontally adjacent cells with probability 1 − ρ. The different moves are likely equal. In this and all other problem instances in this section, the searcher departs cell 1 (v 0 = 1), where the cells are numbered from left to right and from top to bottom. Hence, cell 1 is the upper-left-corner cell. Unless otherwise stated, in all problem instances in this section, the target starts at the center cell. In this case, at cell 61. The time horizon T = 17.
We implemented Algorithm 1 with static bound using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 on a desktop computer with a 3.4 GHz Intel Pentium IV processor, 1.0 GB of RAM, and the Microsoft Windows XP operating system. Table 1 shows, for a range of constant glimpse detection probabilities g(v, v , t) and "stay probabilities" ρ, the run times (in seconds) and numbers of bounding attempts of Algorithm 1 with static bound, see Columns 3 and 4, respectively. For a direct comparison, we also implement the algorithm in [14] , i.e., Algorithm 1 with dynamic bound. We made a significant effort to ensure that the implementation is efficient, including efficient handling of sparse matrices. Columns 5 and 6 of Table  1 report the run times and the number of branching attempts for our implementation of Algorithm 1 with dynamic bound, respectively. We observe that our implementation results in identical numbers of branching attempts compared to [14] . The number of branching attempts for the static bound is, on average, 37 times larger than in the case of the dynamic bound. However, this is compensated by avoiding dynamical reoptimization of the bound resulting in comparable or smaller run times when using the static bound.
We also observe that both static and dynamic bounds tend to be weaker when the target is near stationary (e.g., ρ = 0.9) and gdp is large [e.g., g(v, v , t) = 0.9 or 0.99]. For these problem instances, the implementation with dynamic bound is more sensitive to the change in data. In fact, comparing the instance [g(v, v , t) = 0.9 and ρ = 0.9] to the instance [g(v, v , t) = 0.99 and ρ = 0.9], we see that the run time and the number of branching attempts in the case of the dynamic bound become 1.29 and 1.48 times larger, respectively. On the other hand, the static bound is less sensitive, and its numbers become only 1.09 times larger. These numbers indicate that it becomes even less worthwhile to invest time in dynamic bound calculations when the bounds are relatively weak.
Directional Static Bound
As seen from Table 1 , the static bound is substantially weaker than the dynamic bound. We derive a stronger static bound motivated by the classical approach to handle turn-radius constraints in vehicle routing problems [4] .
In the longest path calculations for the static bound, the reward of arc ( v, s , v , s + 1 ) is, effectively, the pd at vertex v during time period s + 1 and no detection at vertex v during time period s. We strengthen the static bound if we redefine the arc reward to be, effectively, the pd at vertex v during time period s + 1 and no detection at vertex v during time period s and no detection at the vertex visited during time period s − 1. However, redefining the arc reward to depend not only on the arc's head and tail nodes but also on a previous node ruins the longest path structure of the bound-calculation problem.
A similar situation arises in vehicle routing problems for vehicles with turn-radius constraints or penalties. The classical approach to handle that situation is to duplicate each node a number of times equal to the number of nodes in the node's reverse star. An arc in the resulting "node-expanded" network then carries information about three nodes, not only two, and a desirable network structure of the problem can be maintained. Fortunately, it is practical to carry out such a node-expansion approach in the problems of interest in this article because the number of nodes in the reverse star is typically quite moderate. Hence, we proceed along the stated lines and develop a node-and-time expanded network, in which the improved static bound can be calculated by solving a longest path problem. We refer to this improved bound as the directional static bound.
For any n ∈ N , let R(n ) ⊂ N be the reverse star of n , i.e., R(n ) = {n ∈ N |(n, n ) ∈ A}. Then, for any n, n ∈ N \{n} such that (n, n ) ∈ A, we define an expanded node ξ = n, n . We do not expand the end node, so we set ξ =n. Let be the set of all expanded nodes. Two expanded nodes ξ , ξ ∈ are connected by an expanded arc (ξ , ξ ) if ξ = n, n and ξ = n , n . Let the set of all expanded arcs be .
We endow each expanded arc in the node-and-time expanded graph ( , ) with a reward similar to (10) . To derive the exact form of this reward, we need the following building blocks. For any v, v ∈ V and t ∈ T , let M t (v, v ) be a C by C identity matrix with the φ(v )th diagonal element set equal to 1 − g (v, v , t) . We also let (v ) be the φ(v )th column of the Markov transition matrix .
From (3) and the recursive application of (2), we see that the pd along a path
. . . (11) which gives insight into a class of bounds on the pd including the static bound d 0 (v t , t). If we replace M t (·, ·) by the identity matrix in (11), we find that
. . .
In (12), the "reward" received during a time period is simply the pd during that time period and depends only on the current and previous vertices. Hence, it is possible to compute an upper bound on the optimal pd by finding a path {v l }
T l=0
that maximizes the right-hand side in (12) . This calculation amounts to a longest path problem and is, in fact, the approach in [15] . (Note, however, that [15] assumes that the gdp is independent of the previous vertex.) If we replace each M t (·, ·) by the identity matrix everywhere except the last matrix of each line in (11), we obtain
Now, the reward received during each time period also depends on the searcher's position two time periods ago and the problem of finding a path that maximizes the right-hand side is no longer a longest path problem. However, the bound remains valid with the following minor modification, where the maximization of a matrix with a single element different from zero or one is simply the maximization of that element: v 4 , 4) . . .
After this modification, we see that the reward during each time period only depends on the current and previous vertices. Hence, again, it is possible to compute an upper bound on the optimal pd by solving a longest path problem. In fact, this is exactly the approach we described in Subsection 3.2.1 and it can be shown that the reward in the longest path problem c n,n , see (10) , can be deduced from (14) . Specifically, when the current subpath in (10) is {v 0 }, we have for arc
Using similar arguments, we define the directional static bound as follows. Clearly,
Hence, we can compute an upper bound on the optimal pd by finding a path {v l } T l=0 that maximizes the right-hand side of (16) . This calculation amounts to a longest path problem in the node-and-time expanded graph ( , ). The arc reward in this longest path problem is deduced from (16) . Specifically, an expanded arc (ξ , ξ ) = ( n , n , n, n ) ∈ , with n = v , s − 1 , n = v, s , and n = v , s + 1 , is endowed with the reward
We refer to the node-and-time expanded graph ( , ) with the arc rewards c ξ ,ξ from (17) as the node-and-time expanded network. As the node-and-time expanded graph is acyclic, longest path problems are solvable by standard shortest path algorithms.
In view of the above discussion, we obtain the following result. 
We refer to δ 0 (v, v , t) as the directional static bound and see from Proposition 1 that it is at least as strong as the static bound. We demonstrate in an empirical study below that it may be substantially stronger. Clearly, building the nodeand-time expanded graph ( , ), computing the associated rewards, and calculating the longest paths take some computing time. However, the process is only carried out once before the start of Algorithm 1 and the computed bounds are stored for later use. Hence, the time for computing the directional static bounds remains small compared to the overall run time of Algorithm 1. We conjecture that the use of the node-andtime expanded graph ( , ) with dynamic reoptimization of bounds will not be efficient due to the small but significant effort required to build the node-and-time expanded graph, compute associated arc rewards, and carry out the longest path calculations. We observe that this conjecture appears to be aligned with [14] , which eludes to the inefficiency of a dynamic bound based on more than one-time-step look-behind.
In Table 2 , we report computational results for Algorithm 1 with the directional static bound applied to the same problem instances as in Table 1 . Columns 3 and 4 give run times and number of branching attempts, respectively, for Algorithm 1 using the directional static bound. We observe that, on average, the number of branching attempts has been reduced to 58.1% by using the directional static bound compared with the static bound. (Compare column 4 in Table 1 with column Table 2 .) Similarly, the run times have been reduced to 58.2% by using the directional static bound.
Network Reduction
In some practical situations, the searcher's and the target's initial positions are relatively far from each other. Hence, for a number of time periods, the searcher will only examine cells where the target is guaranteed not to be located. In these initial moves, the searcher is simply positioning itself for the later search. This is the situation in the numerical examples of [14] . In this subsection, we derive a network reduction technique that utilizes this situation.
Consider the time-expanded graph (N , A). Suppose that the searcher flies, for the first s time periods, along a subpath {n t } s t=0 , with n t = v t , t , such that p(φ(v t ), t) = 0 for all t < s, and p(φ(v s ), s) > 0. Then, the searcher cannot detect the target before time period s. We refer to the last node n s of the subpath {n t } s t=0 as a node-of-first-contact. It is typically straightforward to determine a set of nodes-of-first-contact by applying a standard search algorithm ( [1] To take advantage of this reduced network in the branchand-bound algorithm, we construct a second algorithm (Algorithm 2) that generalizes the branch-and-bound mechanism of Algorithm 1. Before we describe the algorithm, we need to clarify some notation. After the algorithm is presented, we describe the network reduction procedure in detail.
Given a subpath
let K(i), as before, be the set of triplets (v t , t,q(v t , t)) representing extensions of {n l }
k l=0 yet to be explored. Now, the index i of K(i) refers to the depth from node v 0 , 0 to the next node v t , t in the branch-and-bound tree. As v 0 , 0 is directly connected to each node-of-first-contact v s , s , the corresponding depth in the branch-and-bound tree is 1. For reporting purposes, a subpath {n l } s l=0 is stored for each node-of-first-contact v s , s .
ALGORITHM 2:
Step 0. Calculate δ 0 (v, v , t) for all t ∈ T and v, v ∈ V such that (v, v ) ∈ E or d 0 (v , t) for all t ∈ T and v ∈ V, and calculate a lower boundq. Step 1. If K(i) is empty, replace i by i − 1. Else, go to
Step 3.
Step 2. If i = 0, stop: the last saved path is optimal andq is its pd. Else, go to Step 1.
Step
Remove from K(i) the triplet (v t , t,q(v t , t)) with the largest boundq(v t , t).
Step 5. If i = 0, replace i by i + 1, and go to Step 3. [K (1) is populated in the network reduction procedure.]
If t < T , then for each vertex v ∈ F(v t ), calculateq(v, t + 1) from (6) using bounds d 0 (v, t + 1) or δ 0 (v t , v, t +1), and add (v, t +1,q(v, t +1)) to K(i +1).
Replace i by i +1, and go to Step 3. Else, letq =q(v t , t) and save the incumbent path {v l } T l=0 , and go to Step 1.
We now present the network reduction procedure that can be implemented as part of Step 0 of Algorithm 2. The procedure assumes that a static bound d 0 (v , t) is available as well as a lower bound onq. If the directional static bound is available instead of the static bound, replace d 0 (v , t) by δ 0 (v, v , t) in the procedure below. We note that the network reduction procedure is valid when g(v s−1 , v s , s) does not vary with the choice of v s−1 ∈ R(v s ) among all nodes-of-first-contact v s , s . We generalize this in Section 4.
Network Reduction Procedure R1.
Step 1. Find all nodes-of-first-contact v s , s ∈ N . If none exist with s > 1, then stop.
Step 2.
Step 3. Eliminate all nodes-of-first-contact v s , s with q(v s , s) ≤q.
Step 4. For each nodes-of-first-contact v s , s not eliminated, store the triplet (v s , s,q(v s , s)) in K(1). Table 2 illustrates the effect of the network reduction technique as applied to the same problem instances as in Table 1 . Columns 5 and 6 of Table 2 present the run time and number of branching attempts, respectively, for Algorithm 2 with static bound and network reduction. On average, the run times and the branching attempts are reduced to 5.3% and 5.0% of the corresponding numbers obtained without the network reduction technique (see columns 3 and 4 in Table 1 ), respectively. When applying both network reduction and directional static bound, we obtain the run times and numbers of branching attempts reported in columns 7 and 8 of Table 2 . It is clear that network reduction and directional static bound have complementary positive effect and the run times and numbers of branching attempts are further reduced.
The potential for network reduction decreases as the initial distance between the searcher and the target vanishes. Table  3 shows the effect of variable initial target cell on network reduction for the same problem instance as in Table 1 with g(v, v , t) = 0.6 and ρ = 0.6. Table 3 gives the number of branching attempts (in thousands) for Algorithm 1 with directional static bound but no network reduction (second row) and for Algorithm 2 with directional static bound and network reduction (third row). The initial target cell is varied along the diagonal of the area of interest with cell 121 being furthest away from the searcher in cell 1 and cell 25 being the closest to the searcher the target can start and allow network reduction. We see from the fourth row of Table 3 that the ratio of branching attempts using network reduction to branching attempts using no network reduction increases as the initial target cell becomes closer to the initial searcher cell. However, even when the target is rather close, network reduction significantly reduces the number of branching attempts. We observe that when the target is initially close, the directional static bound is weaker and more branching attempts are needed. We also note that when searcher and target are more than about 13 cells apart, the time to determine "nodesof-first-contact" in Network Reduction Procedure R1 may become significant as it generally requires the application of a search algorithm. In our implementation, we use such a search algorithm even though the nodes-of-first-contact can be determined by inspection in the problem instances examined. Table 4 shows the effect of variable number of cells and time periods on network reduction for problem instances with 5 by 5, 7 by 7, …, and 21 by 21 cells. All instances use g(v, v , t) = 0.6 and ρ = 0.6. Rows two and three of Table 4 give the number of branching attempts (in thousands) Naval Research Logistics DOI 10.1002/nav Table 4 ) decreases substantially as the number of cells increases. Hence, network reduction appears to reduce the number of branching attempts relative more in large problem instances than in small ones. Even though both algorithms experiences an exponential growth in number of branching attempts, log-linear regression of the data in Table 4 shows that network reduction reduces the slope of the log-linear regression model from 6.1 to 2.7. Table 5 presents computational results for a problem instance with 15 by 15 cells and T = 20. As seen from Table 5 , the run times remain rather short for Algorithm 2 with directional static bound and network reduction (columns 3 and 4) whereas the times increases dramatically for Algorithm 1 with dynamic bound (columns 5 and 6). Furthermore, Algorithm 2 with directional static bound and network reduction is less sensitive to the detrimental effect of a near stationary target (e.g., ρ = 0.9) and high gdp [e.g., g(v, v , t) = 0.9 or 0.99].
In principle, Algorithm 1 with dynamic bound can also be speeded up by using the proposed network reduction technique. However, we have not examined that possibility. We adopt a directional static bound with network reduction as the basis for extension to the case with side constraints discussed in the next section.
ALGORITHM FOR RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED SEARCH PROBLEM
We now turn the attention to RCSP as formulated in Section 2. We first develop a static bound based on Lagrangian relaxation that can be used within a branch-and-bound algorithm and briefly discuss the development of a Lagrangian directional static bound. Second, we develop a series of network reduction techniques. Third, we combine the resulting procedures and present the complete algorithm. Finally, we report numerical results.
Lagrangian Static Bound
Consider the time-expanded network (N , A) , see Subsection 3.1, with the arc rewards c n,n given in (15) . We also endow each arc (n, n ) ∈ A, n = v, t − 1 and n = v , t , with weights r i,n,n = f i (v, v , t) , i ∈ I. Although computing the static bound in the case of no side constraints amounts to solving a longest path problem on the time-expanded graph, a similar bound in the case with side constraints will need to We use the same time-expanded graph as in Subsection 3.1, with the following modifications. We recall thatV is the set of vertices where the search can end. Now, every node n = v, t , v ∈V, t ∈ T is connected to the artificial destination noden with an arc. This modification allows the searcher to terminate the search before time period T to avoid violating the side constraints. Furthermore, all arcs (n,n) with n = v, T , v / ∈V, are removed from the time-expanded network. This modification makes the searcher return to v ∈V. We still let A denote the set of all arcs.
We formulate the constrained longest path problem on the time-expanded graph (N , A) as an integer program. We consider an ordering of A and let A denote the |N | by |A| node-arc incidence matrix for the time-expanded graph. For each arc a = (n, n ) ∈ A, let A n,a = 1, A n ,a = −1, and A n ,a = 0 for any n ∈ N , n = n, n be the elements of A. Let b denote the |N |-vector with b n 0 = 1, bn = −1, and b n = 0 for all n ∈ N \{n 0 ,n}. We also define the additional notation:r = (r 1 ,r 2 , . . . ,r I ) T , where T denotes the transpose. We collect the rewards c n,n in the |A|-dimensional row vector c. Moreover, for each i ∈ I, we define the |A|-dimensional row vector r i to contain the weights r i,n,n and we let R be the |I| by |A| matrix with r i as its rows. Finally, we let x be a |A|-dimensional column vector, where x n,n = 1 if arc (n, n ) is used by a path, and zero otherwise. Then, the constrained longest path problem, see [1] , can be written as:
In principle, the solution of the constrained longest path problem provides a static bound. However, the constrained longest path problem is NP complete even for the case with an acyclic graph ( [12] , pages 213-214). Hence, we prefer to avoid solving such problems within an algorithm. We proceed by introducing an additional relaxation that is motivated by the solution approach for the constrained shortest path problem in [5, 13, 18] . Using the theory of Lagrangian relaxation (see, e.g., [1] , Chapter 16) and an |I|-dimensional row vector λ ≥ 0, we find that
s.t. Ax = b.
Rewriting the objective function, we can optimize the Lagrangian upper bound z(λ) through
For any fixed λ ≥ 0, computing the upper bound z(λ) simply requires the solution of a longest path problem with Lagrangian-modified arc lengths in an acyclic graph. The outer minimization over λ can be solved by several methods [3, 5, 8, 11, 18] . As we anticipate only a small number of side constraints, it suffices to use repeated coordinate search.
Given an optimal or near-optimal λ, we obtain the Lagrangian static bound by carrying out one backward longest path calculation in the time-expanded graph from noden to all nodes n ∈ N using the Lagrangian-modified arc reward c − λR.
where c n,n is given by (15) . We also derive and implement a Lagrangian directional static bound similar to the one in Subsection 3.2.3. However, the derivation is a straightforward combination of Subsection 3.2.3 and the approach described above. Hence, we omit it. This derivation results in a similar Lagrangian problem to the one in (21) , but now defined on the node-and-time expanded network. We still refer to the Lagrangian multiplier as λ and the Lagrangian upper bound as z(λ). We denote the Lagrangian directional static bound computed in this way bỹ δ 0 (v, v , t). As the Lagrangian directional static bound is at least as strong as the Lagrangian static bound, we carry out the Lagrangian relaxation only in the node-and-time expanded network to find a Lagrangian multiplier λ ≥ 0.
Network Reduction
We propose and examine three techniques for reducing the size of the network before application of a branch-and-bound procedure. First, we use dominance rules to eliminate edges that cannot be on an optimal path. Second, we describe the application of "preprocessing" techniques frequently used before solving constrained shortest path problems. Third, we modify the procedure described in Subsection 3.2.4.
Edge Dominance
There are several situation where a vertex v ∈ F(v) can be eliminated as candidate for visit from vertex v. Such "dominance tests" are case dependent, but can be effective in reducing the number of edges. We describe one situation where we use "edge dominance."
In many practical situation, there are two resources: risk and fuel. If higher altitude implies lower risk and lower gdp, and climbing to higher altitude consumes more fuel than level flight, then we can eliminate some edges in the graph (V, E) by "edge dominance." Suppose that f 1 (v, v , t) and  f 2 (v, v , t) represent risk and fuel, respectively. Also, suppose that the risk f 1 (v, v , t) = f 1 (v ), i. e., only depends on v . Let ψ(v) be the altitude of waypoint v ∈ V. Then, if we have the above described situation, we use the following (one-step) procedure to reduce the size of the graph (V, E).
Edge Dominance Procedure R2.
Procedure R2 takes advantage of the fact that if there is no risk at v , then there is no need to increase altitude when moving from v to v . The altitude can be increased later if needed.
Preprocessing
It is well known that the side constraints (19) can be used to identify nodes and arcs in the time-expanded network (N , A) that cannot lie on any feasible path [2, 5, 9, 18] . Such nodes and arcs can be eliminated from (N , A) , which reduces the size of the problem that needs to be considered when computing bounds and carrying out branching. Moreover, the reduction of the time-expanded network typically also strengthens the Lagrangian relaxation, i.e., reduces the gap z * −z, see (21) and (20), and, hence, reduces the need for branching. We adopt the following procedure, adapted from [5, 18] , to carry out arc preprocessing:
Preprocessing Procedure R3.
Step 1. Set number of iterationsk and k = 1.
Step 2. For all i ∈ I and n ∈ N , compute a minimumweight n 0 −n subpath distance R i (n) and a minimumweight n−n subpath distance r i (n) in (N , A) with respect to weights r i,n,n .
Step 3. Delete any arc (n, n ) ∈ A with
Step 4. If k <k and at least one arc was deleted in Step 3, replace k by k + 1, and go to Step 2. Else, stop.
If a lower bound on the pd is available, we also preprocess with respect to arc reward c n,n and the Lagrangian-modified arc rewardc n,n = c n,n − i∈I λ i r i,n,n , see [5, 18] .
We describe the preprocessing procedure for the timeexpanded network and argue that it improves the Lagrangian static bound. However, the same methodology applies to the node-and-time expanded network and it improves the Lagrangian directional static bound. In our main algorithm (described in Subsection 4.3), we also apply preprocessing to the node-and-time expanded network and denote that procedure R3 .
Vertex Dominance for Distant Target
As in Subsection 3.2.4, we consider the case where the searcher's and the target's locations are initially some distance apart and derive a network reduction procedure that uses that situation. In contrast to Subsection 3.2.4, the subpath used to reach a node-of-first-contact is now important since the resource consumption along different subpaths may be different. Hence, v 0 , 0 now needs to be connected to each node-of-first-contact v s , s with multiple "jump" arcs representing the different possible subpaths and resource consumptions used to reach v s , s . A standard path enumeration algorithm (see, e.g., [6] ) can enumerate the different subpaths, at least as long as s is relatively small. Multiple arcs to a node-of-first-contact can also be used to model the situation with edge-dependent gdp.
After all the arcs are generated to all the nodes-of-firstcontact, a number of them can be deemed uninteresting and be eliminated using dominance rules of the form: If an arc from v 0 , 0 to v s , s has no larger pd and no smaller consumption of each resource as another parallel arc and the two arcs are not identical, the first arc is dominated and can be eliminated. In sets of identical parallel arcs, we also eliminate all but one. Arcs with resource consumption greater than the specified limits are also removed. Moreover, if a lower bound on the optimal pd exists, it can be used to eliminate more arcs. Below we describe this network reduction procedure based on vertex dominance for distant target formally. We note that the procedure is more effective after (i) applying network reduction procedures R2, R3, and R3 , (ii) finding λ that (approximately) optimizes the Lagrangian upper bound z(λ) on the node-and-time expanded network, and (iii) computing the directional static bound δ 0 (v, v , t) and the Lagrangian directional static boundδ 0 (v, v , t) for each node v , t ∈ N . So, we assume that these calculations have been carried out. During these calculations, feasible paths may be obtained. Such paths provide lower bounds on the optimal pd. Letq denote the largest lower bound found so far.
Vertex Dominance Procedure R4.
Step 2. For each node-of-first-contact v s , s , enumerate all subpaths v 0 , 0 to v s , s .
Step 3. For each node-of-first-contact v s , s and subpath
, carry out the tests: If any of the following is true, then eliminate P: (i) For some remaining v 0 , 0 − v s , s subpath P , r i (P) ≥ r i (P ) for all i ∈ I and q(P) ≤ q(P ).
Step 3 can also be augmented with a test on the Lagrangianmodified pd usingδ 0 (v, v , t) if a near-optimal multiplier λ is available.
Algorithm
The complete algorithm for RCSP as described below starts with network reductions procedures R2, R3, and R3 . The next step solves the Lagrangian problem (22) and determines a near-optimal λ. (The calculations are actually carried out in the node-and-time expanded network as we prefer to use the Lagrangian directional static bound.) If a feasible path becomes available during the procedures described above, network reduction procedure R3 is repeated now using checks with respect to arc reward c ξ ,ξ and its Lagrangianmodified arc reward. The next steps are to compute the directional static bound of Subsection 3.2.3 [i.e., δ 0 (v, v , t)], the Lagrangian directional static bound as described in Subsection 4.1 [i.e.,δ 0 (v, v , t)], and bounds on resource consumption along any path extension [i.e., r i (n), i ∈ I]. The final steps before the branch-and-bound procedure is to implement network reduction procedure R4. We implement the branchand-bound procedure as an implicit path-enumeration in the time-expanded network. The procedure amounts to a depthfirst search coupled with optimality and feasibility checks using the computed bounds. ALGORITHM 3:
Step 1. Apply network reduction procedures R2, R3, and R3 .
Step 2. Find λ that approximately optimizes the Lagrangian upper bound z(λ) in the node-and-time expanded graph ( , ). If a feasible solution is found, set the pd on the corresponding path equal toq. Otherwise, setq = −∞.
Step 3. If a feasible solution is found so far, implement R3 also with respect to arc reward and Lagrangian-modified arc reward usingq.
Step 4. Ignoring side constraints, compute the directional static bound δ 0 (v, v , t) for all expanded nodes ξ = n, n in ( , ),
Step 5. Using λ from Step 2, compute the Lagrangian directional static boundδ 0 (v, v , t) for all expanded nodes
Step 6. For each i ∈ I, compute the minimum distance r i (n) from each node n ∈ N back ton by solving a single, backwards, shortest path problem in the timeexpanded graph (N , A) starting fromn using arc length r i,n,n .
Step 7. Apply network reduction procedure R4.
Step 8. Apply a standard path-enumeration procedure (see, e.g., [6] ) in (N , A) with the following modifications: 1. The path-enumeration commences from n 0 , but extends a current subpath {n l } t l=0 along arc (n t , n) = ( v t , t , v, t + 1 ) if and only if the following conditions hold:
• For all i ∈ I , {n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n t , n} can be extended to a path whose ith resource does not exceedr i , i.e.,
• {n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n t , n} can be extended to a path with pd exceedingq, i.e.,
• {n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n t , n} can be extended to a path whose Lagrangian-modified probability is no less thanq, i.e.,
2. Whenever the algorithm identifies a path P with q(P) >q and r i (P) ≤r i , i ∈ I, replaceq by q(P).
In
Step 8, the checks (25), (26), and (27) prevent the enumeration of paths that can be determined, using the computed bounds, to not be optimal. Specifically, (25) prevents the extension of subpaths that cannot result in a feasible path with respect to the side constraints. As δ 0 (v t , v, t + 1) is an upper bound on the pd during time period t + 2, t + 3, …, T , the left-hand side of (26) is an upper bound on the pd along any path that starts with the subpath {n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n t , n}. Hence, the subpath cannot be extended to a path with larger pd thanq if (26) fails. In (27), the pd along {n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n t , n} is modified by Lagrangian terms and the Lagrangian directional static bound is used. The resulting check can be shown to be valid using Lagrangian relaxation theory and the argument above.
We also implement Step 8 with a "branching strategy" based on the Lagrangian directional static bound. Specifically, we first consider extending the current subpath {n l } t l=0
along the arc (n t , n) with the largest Lagrangian directional static bound among all the nodes in the forward star of n t . Second, we consider extending {n l } t l=0 with the node corresponding to the second largest Lagrangian directional static bound, etc. This branching strategy is analogous to the one in Step 3 of Algorithms 1 and 2. We also experimented with using the directional static bound instead of the Lagrangian directional static bound and found it to usually result in comparable run times. However, the Lagrangian directional static bound appears faster, on average. As Algorithm 3, in the worst case, enumerates all feasible paths, it is guaranteed to find an optimal solution of RCSP.
Numerical Example
This subsection describes computational experiments with Algorithm 3 applied to RCSP with side constraints on risk exposure and fuel consumption using the same computational platform as above. We consider a military planning situation where a UAV is assigned a mission to search and detect a highvalue moving target. Planners wish to determine a flight path over the area of interest (AOI) that maximizes the probability of detecting the target. The UAV will start its path at a known waypoint with a known fuel tank, and will return to the same waypoint before the fuel tank is empty. Doctrine specifies that the UAV cannot be assigned a path with higher risk than a specific threshold. The AOI is partially under enemy control and any aircraft flying over the AOI could be shot down by enemy surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), anti-aircraft artillery, and small-arms fire. Flying at a high altitude would reduces that risk, but it will also reduce the quality of the UAV's sensor. Consequently, the UAV may change altitude during Naval Research Logistics DOI 10.1002/nav the course of the mission to balance risk and sensor quality.
Changing from low to high altitude consumes more fuel than level flight. Hence, the number of time periods available for search depends on the fuel consumption and, therefore, the vertical flight profile. We model this situation by dividing the AOI into 10 by 10 cells (see Fig. 2 ). The airspace over each cell is vertically discretized into two altitudes ("low" and "high"). The heavily shaded cells in Fig. 2 represent an urban area over which the UAV's risk is high and its gdp is low. The unshaded cells represent open terrain where there is no risk and the UAV's gdp is high. The lightly shaded cells represent an area with intermediate risk and gdp. We assume that the risks at different edges along a path are independent. If the probability of the UAV surviving edge (v, v ) ∈ A is σ (v, v ) , then the probability of surviving the path {v t } k t=0 is simply k l=1 σ (v l−1 , v l ). Letσ be a lower limit on the survival probability. Then, a standard logarithmic transformation leads to the following constraint
which is in the form (4) and (5) with
We assume that the gdp and the survival probability for an edge (v, v ) ∈ E depend only on the cell and altitude corresponding to vertex v ∈ V as listed in Table 6 . The gdp at high altitude is assumed to be 70% of the one at low altitude and the failure probability (complement of the survival probability) at high altitude is 30% of the one at low altitude. The UAV enters the airspace at high altitude over the northwest cell and will return to the same cell at either high or low altitude at the end of the mission. The searcher is located at one vertex each time period and searches the corresponding cell. For the next time period, the searcher can stay at the same vertex, change altitude over the same cell, or move to a vertex (at any altitude) corresponding to a vertically or horizontally adjacent cell. The maximum number of time periods is T = 40, but the fuel consumption constraint may limit the number of periods to <40. We assume that the fuel consumption at each time step is as follows: 10 units if there is no altitude change, 12(9) units if changing from low(high) altitude to high(low) altitude. The initial position of the target is the center cell of the urban area (heavily shaded in Fig. 2 ). The target remains in the current cell with a probability ρ = 0.6
for the next time period or moves to one of the vertically or horizontally adjacent cells with equal probability. The survival probability limit is a threshold that is set by the planner.
In this experiment, we consider the survival probability limits 0.95, 0.90,…,0.75, and 0.70, and fuel consumption limit 300, 325, …, 425, and 450. An optimal path for a case with edge-dependent glimpse probability, survival probability limit 0.90, and fuel limit 400. The solid lines and the dashed lines represent flight segments at low and high altitude, respectively.
Naval Research Logistics DOI 10.1002/nav Tables 7-9 report computational results with Algorithm 3 for different combinations of survival probability and fuel limits for the UAV. When the fuel limit is tight (e.g., 300 and 325), the UAV cannot operate for the full duration of 40 times steps. We observe that increasing the fuel limit beyond 425 do not increase the pd as the time limit of 40 periods becomes active. The average run time is 580 s, with a standard deviation of 792. All problem instances are solved within 1 h and typically in much less. Figure 2 shows the optimal path given survival probability limit 0.90 and fuel limit 400. The solid lines and the dashed lines represent flight segment at low and high altitude, respectively.
We also consider the case with edge-dependent gdp. Consider the same situation as earlier described, but now assume that a move to a new waypoint results in a lower gdp than if the searcher already was at that waypoint. Specifically, if v = v , we let the gdp g(v, v , t) be as in Table 6 ; otherwise we replace g(v, v , t) by 0.1g (v, v , t) . Figure 3 shows an optimal path found given survival probability and fuel limits of 0.90 and 400, respectively. In contrast to the case with edge-independent gdp (Fig. 2) , the searcher now tends to stay for multiple time periods at the same waypoints in highprobability regions to reap the benefits of the corresponding high gdp. The run times (not reported in detail) for the case with edge-dependent glimpse detection probabilities are, on average, 53 s, with a standard deviation of 71 s. The reduction in run time compared to the edge-independent case is caused by the often lower gdp [0.1g(v, v , t)], which tightens the bound.
CONCLUSIONS
This article formulates the time-and resource-constrained search problems, which generalize existing search models by considering (i) history-dependent glimpse detection probability, (ii) multiple altitudes for the searcher, and (iii) multiple constraints on "consumption" of resources such as time, fuel, and risk. We develop a specialized branch-and-bound algorithm for the solution of these problems. We propose a new bound on the optimal probability of detection using network expansion to account for a portion of the history of the current path and Lagrangian relaxation to eliminate resource constraints. After the Lagrangian multiplier vector is optimized, the bound is computed using a single, backward longest path calculation in an acyclic graph. We also derive a series of network reduction procedures that tighten the Lagrangian relaxation and reduces the amount of enumeration.
In direct comparison with a state-of-the-art algorithm for the time-constrained search problem, the proposed bound and network reduction procedures reduce the run times to reach an optimal solution with at least an order of magnitude. In more complicated resource-constrained search problem with time, fuel, and risk constraints as well as two altitudes, our algorithm solves realistic instances typically within about 20 min. Even though our algorithms are exact, they can easily be converted to heuristics for large-scale problems by terminating the calculations early. Because of the depth-first path enumeration of the algorithms, such early termination typically gives high quality solutions.
